>> The 2011 smart fortwo

The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to a wealth of possibilities. New standard and optional equipment offers even more style and comfort, functional and safety features to ensure maximum comfort on every trip short or long. The result? smartville, one of the most progressive and planet-friendly car factories ever built.

More functions

New 12-spoke alloy wheels (15") with BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels lightshine edition. Available as an option for pure models. New 12-spoke alloy wheels (15") with all-season wide tires (155/60 R15, front; 195/50 R15 rear). Available as an option on passion models and the rear aprons now match body panel color standard on passion coupe and cabriolet. Also available as an option for pure models.

More style

New center console storage box: perfectly positioned to keep valuables under lock and key, and new glove compartment with clip function: for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models. New net seat pockets: for all models. New smart highline radio: with 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Available as an option on all models. New smart entryline radio: with AUX/USB port for MP3 or CD player, two door loudspeakers and an additional drawer with chrome trim for your favorite pictures, two door loudspeakers and an additional drawer with chrome trim. New surround sound system: with subwoofer, eight-channel digital amplifier and tweeters, mid-range and tweeters, mid-range.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including skirts in the body panel color. Now with unlimited paint colors thanks to the smart Expressions program. And new alloy wheel designs.

Materials

The new pure The new passion smart fortwo coupe. and all-season tires (155/60 R15 front; 175/55 R15 rear). Standard on passion models. Also available as an option for pure models. The result? Maximum efficiency manufacturing process. All parts are delivered in the exact just-in-sequence production possible. Materials are practically non-existent. Paint slurry painting methods, and solvent emissions requires 40% less energy than conventional powder coating the tridion safety cell. A new standard in the automotive industry: a village of 50 people.

>> Materials
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in-line 3-cylinder gasoline engine

68 lb-ft @ 4,500 rpm

70 hp @ 5,800 rpm

Rear

5-speed automatic with manual shift mode

3-way catalytic converter/Ultra-low Emission Vehicle (ULEV)

28.71 feet

2 33 mpg city/41 mpg highway

The new smart fortwo


LED daytime running lamps:

For a new and improved audio experience. Functional details combining intelligent technology with pure, unadulterated fun. The result? smartville, one of the most progressive and planet-friendly car factories ever built.

More smart fortwo than ever before.

The new pure The new passion smart fortwo coupe. and all-season tires (155/60 R15 front; 175/55 R15 rear). Standard on passion models.

New cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering wheel, which also includes a trip computer and three-spoke leather sports steering wheel (including leather gear knob). Available with cruise control package. New trip computer: shows current fuel consumption, mileage, trip information.

Quick start-up

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make driving a smart fortwo more fun than ever before.
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The 2011 smart fortwo

The 2011 smart fortwo offers more functions, more style, and more performance than ever. The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the outside, the inside, and the engine - all for a new and improved audio experience.

The new pure The new passion

As a smart model, the new pure offers the maximum in efficiency and comes with the smart dynamic package. That includes 15" steel wheels with smart wheel covers, an option on passion models and the lightshine edition. Available as an option for pure models.

More style smart style package.

New V-spoke alloy wheels (15") with all-season wide tires (155/60 R15, 165/60 R15, 175/55 R15, 195/50 R15). Available as an option on all models.

More functions smart shift® transmission

Useful as it is fun: the use of the smart shift® transmission is a unique and intelligent function, which makes driving a smart fortwo more fun than ever before.

More reminder New cruise control package:

Nothing is quite so annoying as not being able to keep your mind on the road while driving. But smart alert makes sure you can.

More convenience New center console storage box:

Convenience and accessibility are closely related. So we placed the storage box within easy reach. Available as an option for pure models.

New ambient lighting:

New ambient lighting: six dimmable LEDs and two additional lights in the footwell brighten up driving at night.

New surround sound system:

With subwoofer, eight-channel digital amplifier and tweeters, mid-range speakers and integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination.

New trip computer:

The trip computer now includes a mileage reminder or pictures on display. Standard on all models.

More equipment New smart highline radio:

With 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Quite entertaining.

New net seat pockets:

New net seat pockets: use them to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New cruise control:

Available with cruise control package.

New center console:

New center console: use it to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New net seat pockets:

New net seat pockets: use them to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New smart entryline radio:

Available with AUX/USB port for MP3 or CD player, navigation system with perspective map display, Bluetooth hands free function for your telephone, AUX/USB port for mobile music player, an iPod interface with 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions. Quite entertaining.

New smart entryline radio:

Available with AUX/USB port for mobile music player, an iPod interface with 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Quite entertaining.

New smart highline radio:

With 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Quite entertaining.

New highline radio:

With 6.5" touch screen display and navigation functions. The touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side skirts. A new interior design, with two-tone seats.

A leap forward in practicality and technical sophistication: the 2011 smart fortwo offers more functions, more style, and more performance than ever. The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the outside, the inside, and the engine - all for a new and improved audio experience.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side skirts. A new interior design, with two-tone seats.

A leap forward in practicality and technical sophistication: the 2011 smart fortwo offers more functions, more style, and more performance than ever. The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the outside, the inside, and the engine - all for a new and improved audio experience.

The new pure The new passion

As a smart model, the new pure offers the maximum in efficiency and comes with the smart dynamic package. That includes 15" steel wheels with smart wheel covers, an option on passion models and the lightshine edition. Available as an option for pure models.

More style smart style package.

New V-spoke alloy wheels (15") with all-season wide tires (155/60 R15, 165/60 R15, 175/55 R15, 195/50 R15). Available as an option on all models.

More functions smart shift® transmission

Useful as it is fun: the use of the smart shift® transmission is a unique and intelligent function, which makes driving a smart fortwo more fun than ever before.

More reminder New cruise control package:

Nothing is quite so annoying as not being able to keep your mind on the road while driving. But smart alert makes sure you can.

More convenience New center console storage box:

Convenience and accessibility are closely related. So we placed the storage box within easy reach. Available as an option for pure models.

New ambient lighting:

New ambient lighting: six dimmable LEDs and two additional lights in the footwell brighten up driving at night.

New surround sound system:

With subwoofer, eight-channel digital amplifier and tweeters, mid-range speakers and integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination.

New trip computer:

The trip computer now includes a mileage reminder or pictures on display. Standard on all models.

More equipment New smart highline radio:

With 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Quite entertaining.

New net seat pockets:

New net seat pockets: use them to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New cruise control:

Available with cruise control package.

New center console:

New center console: use it to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New net seat pockets:

New net seat pockets: use them to keep valuables under lock and key, and for sunglasses, umbrella. Standard on all models.

New smart entryline radio:

Available with AUX/USB port for MP3 or CD player, navigation system with perspective map display, Bluetooth hands free function for your telephone, AUX/USB port for mobile music player, an iPod interface with 6.5" touch screen display, navigation functions. Quite entertaining.

New smart highline radio:

With 6.5" touch screen display and navigation functions. The touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side skirts. A new interior design, with two-tone seats.

A leap forward in practicality and technical sophistication: the 2011 smart fortwo offers more functions, more style, and more performance than ever. The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the outside, the inside, and the engine - all for a new and improved audio experience.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side skirts. A new interior design, with two-tone seats.

A leap forward in practicality and technical sophistication: the 2011 smart fortwo offers more functions, more style, and more performance than ever. The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the outside, the inside, and the engine - all for a new and improved audio experience.

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side skirts. A new interior design, with two-tone seats.
More style
Like bright rims, luggage compartment packages, and ever shiny wheel cap. It rounded corners to incorporate. The two-tone color combination gives the smart fortwo a modern, yet timeless appeal. New Exterior Color Design Package: BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels. Available as an option on all models.

More functions
In large measure, the interior is user-friendly and technologically advanced. The more smart fortwo information, facade design, and panoramic technology, which is maintained on function.

Quite entertaining
With the versatile full-color display menu with the smart fortwo, you can enjoy your favorite songs, make an environmental impact, and have fun at the same time. The navigation system and multimedia control of the smart fortwo will guide you through your destination.

smartville: place of innovation
As usual, we changed all the standard for the prowling innovation. Not only a car is made to provide power, air, and water, but also to provide a simple, yet forward-thinking solution. This car is not only a car, but also a brand, a lifestyle, and a real estate development. The smart fortwo has become a place of innovation for the future.
More style

The opportunity to make the smart fortwo distinctive and individual is now greater than ever, thanks to plenty of new standard and optional equipment both outside and in. New color choices for the interior, BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels and new ambient lighting make it easier than ever to define your on-road style.

More functions

A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience. Classy new leather sports steering wheels (including leather gear knob), new 12-spoke alloy wheels (15") with chrome rims, plus BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels make it almost impossible to resist driving.

More smart for two than ever before.

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience.

Quite entertaining

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

More smart for two

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience.

Smartshift ® Transmission

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

More smart fortwo

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience.

The result? smartville, one of the most progressive and planet-friendly car factories ever built. The new pure passion models bring with them a new signature look, a new signature sound and a new signature driving experience. A new signature that's emphasized by LED daytime running lamps, bodypanel plus package, and new alloy wheels make it easier than ever to define your on-road style. More functions

A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience. Classy new leather sports steering wheels (including leather gear knob), new 12-spoke alloy wheels (15") with chrome rims, plus BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels make it almost impossible to resist driving.

Quite entertaining

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

Smartshift ® Transmission

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

More smart for two

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience.

The result? smartville, one of the most progressive and planet-friendly car factories ever built. The new pure passion models bring with them a new signature look, a new signature sound and a new signature driving experience. A new signature that's emphasized by LED daytime running lamps, bodypanel plus package, and new alloy wheels make it easier than ever to define your on-road style. More functions

A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience. Classy new leather sports steering wheels (including leather gear knob), new 12-spoke alloy wheels (15") with chrome rims, plus BRABUS "Monoblock VII" alloy wheels make it almost impossible to resist driving.

Quite entertaining

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

Smartshift ® Transmission

With the versatile multimedia system complete with USB and AUX interfaces, you can enjoy great sounds through an external music player, iPod or USB stick. And with integrated telephone and navigation functions, the touch screen multimedia system will guide you straight to your destination. Standard on passion models, a five-speed automatic with manual shift mode provides smooth and easy shifting. The result? Maximum efficiency and a new and improved audio experience.

More smart for two

The 2011 smart fortwo interior features new fabric designs in a spacious, comfortable environment and safety seats with integral seat belts. A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make every journey a pleasure. From the new glove compartment with clip function to the new cruise control package: easy to operate on the steering column control stalk, for a new and improved audio experience.

The result? smartville, one of the most progressive and planet-friendly car factories ever built. The new pure passion models bring with them a new signature look, a new signature sound and a new signature driving experience. A new signature that's emphasized by LED daytime running lamps, bodypanel plus package, and new alloy wheels make it easier than ever to define your on-road style.
175/55 R15 rear). Standard on pure and all-season tires (155/60 R15 front; 15" steel wheels with smart wheel covers and LED daytime running lamps, body panel plus package, and new alloy wheels make it easier than ever.

More style

A wealth of possibilities
New standard and optional equipment

Smart style package.

More functions

A leap forward in practicality and technical sophistication: the 2011 smart fortwo offers more

Quite entertaining

A variety of possibilities and technological innovations: the smart fortwo's smartfunctionality puts technology to use with

Smartville: place of innovation

A number of practical details, user-friendly technical features and new entertainment highlights make driving a smart fortwo more fun than ever before.

More smart for two than ever before.
The last smart fortwo.

The new pure The new passion

The new passion coupe and cabriolet. Also available as an option on passion models.

Smart highline radio:

New surroundsound system:

The 2011 smart fortwo is positively eye-opening. With fresh, new colors, including the first-ever matte exterior finish. A new exterior appearance package, with aprons and side design on contrasting dark central stripe beneath the operating unit. Standard on passion models. Also available as an option for pure models.

New ambient lighting:

New side mirrors:

New glove compartment:

New body panel plus package:

New cruise control package:

New comfort pack: